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Are you sure he said, "we should go to the store"? However, personally being a 'logical' person , I would offer
an alternative to the first sentence in this latest example: I think he said, "Should we go to the store? My
understanding is that, in the first sentence, the question mark within the quotation is effectively used to
'terminate' the sentence. The quotation marks protected the commas and periods. You must end an item within
it's parent; if the quotation begins inside the sentence, then then it must end before the sentence does.
PyroTyger PyroTyger 2, gold badge silver badges bronze badges Haha, that was just an anecdote -- nothing
actually happened. Yes, it means I'll go to grammar hell, but my time on earth will be that bit more
comfortable! It was more of a debate than an argument. Are you or are you not supposed to type the comma?
Quotation Marks with Commas and Periods The most common question people ask about quotation marks is
whether periods and commas go inside or outside, and the answer depends on where your audience lives
because in American English we always put periods and commas inside quotation marks, but in British
English periods and commas can go inside or outside kind of like the American rules for question marks and
exclamation points. Once you've mastered quotation marks, check out the most recent grammar episodes from
Grammar Girl below. Are you sure he said, "Should we go to the store"? Quite simply, I really don't like
terminating a sentence with a quotation mark, so I add an 'incorrect' period after the first sentence. I use this
memory trick: Inside the US, inside the quotation marks. The canonical example goes like Type "password,"
then press Enter. Also, consider a statement that quotes a question: I think he said, "Should we go to the store?
Listen to the Grammar Girl podcast! Unlike other cultural differences, I think this approach is common to both
[British] English and American English. If the question mark or exclamation point is part of your quotation, it
stays inside; but if the question mark or exclamation point are not part of the quotation, they go outside the
closing quotation mark. Not only do you have to follow different rules depending on what other punctuation
marks you mix with your quotation marks, but people in different countries also follow different rules, so you
may see quotation marks handled differently in high-quality publications from different countries. Lots of
engineers from various fields will probably say yes, since the comma is inside the quotes, but the intended
meaning may very well be to not type the comma, as it is meant as punctuation. But there is one exception.
The first sentence is a statement, correctly terminated with a period; the second sentence is a question, thus the
last character should be a question mark.


